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 GOANNA NEWS  

WELCOME ONE & ALL…                                                                                                                      
Welcome again readers. Hopefully the new online format is working out & over time people will find us, enjoy our 

information & take advantage of our great offers. We do our best to provide our customers with opportunities for 

great deals, product reviews, competitions & insider info hot off the rumour mill. Please enjoy edition 2 of the 

Goanna News Online  

 XP UPDATE 
In Australia the market place has been dominated by 2 

brands. Minelab have had deep roots here because they 

were born here. In 2009 Codan bought Minelab & it became 

a multi-national company with all the resources that comes 

from that level of expansion. Garrett are a much older 

private US based company & have control of huge chunks of 

the US & European markets. Between them they dominate 

detector manufacturing & do all the heavy lifting with 

innovation development……until now.  

Sometimes you just stumble across a pearl in a sea full of 

oysters. XP Deus are a French company who have been 

quietly innovating & building detectors that are “OUTSIDE 

THE BOX” in oh so many ways. Now let’s be clear. Metal 

detectors are machines that detect metal [all metals] & until 

now they have been constructed to a fairly standardized 

shape & configuration. But what if someone thought of a 

way to build one upside down? What would happen if the 

thinking circuitry was in the coil; & so was the battery? What 

if there were NO wires, cables or harnesses. And what if it 

was so light & compact it was easy to swing & packed up so 

it would fit easily in a cupboard, boot or caravan. This IS the 

XP DEUS.  

Microprocessors IN the coil means super-fast tracking 

speeds. Lithium Gel rechargeable battery offers even power 

& a 5 year life span. Lithium Gel is the cutting edge of battery 

technology. The wireless module converts the signal to 

sound & interfaces with the coil so frequency selection can 

be made giving the user choices of frequency depending on 

what he / she is chasing. The detector is waterproof to 20ft 

with the inclusion of a waterproof module case & a wire kit 

[wireless information does not travel well through sea 

water]. AND… there is a 5 year warranty! It weighs less than 

1kg & packs up really well. The most “different” thing about 

the XP Deus is that the accessories you choose determines 

the final price. You can choose a 9” coil or 11” coil & there is  

even an elliptical one being introduced soon. A higher 

frequency gold coil is also on the horizon which will place 

this detector squarely as the best hybrid all-rounder. The XP 

is well established in Europe & making headway into the 

North American market as well. It is however, a fledgling 

brand in Australia & this year will have in place the expected 

warranty service here in Aus with only advanced tech issues 

being directed back to France. All manuals are in English 

with goods sold through the official Australian importer. 

There is nothing more to say. This detector commands 

admiration from its user. Call us at Goanna Gold Detectors 

on [02] 49387670 if you want to know more. 

 

SHARE YOU REVIEW HERE  

We love to hear what people in the field have to say about 

their gear, their experience or their finds. If you have 

something to say just email us your article, picture or both & 

we will share it with everyone else. Just put your name to it, 

so people can see it is genuine [Initial & last name will do]. 

Any gold or finds photos will be nameless for security 

reasons. 100 to150 words will do. Email us at:                                         

bob@goannagolddetectors.com.au 
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END OF SUMMER SPECIAL…. 
With Christmas, the holidays & summer behind us we now venture into the final weeks of summer heat & the 

transition to kinder weather….PERFECT FOR BEING OUTSIDE! Perfect for the beach, the park or sport ground 

for a little treasure hunting. So to make this easier we have short listed a handful of ideal detectors for the final 

summer fling, coasting into a pleasant & gentle autumn. We call it FUN IN THE SUN BEFORE IT IS DONE! 

 

Garrett Ace 200i           
Simple beginner for 

coin/treasure hunting. 
Waterproof coil. 2 
year warranty RRP 

$349. 10% off NOW 

$314  

Minelab Go-Find 40     
Compact, simple but 
contains some serious 
tech.Limited 2 year 
warranty  RRP $299 

7% off  NOW $278 

 

Garrett Ace 300i           
Simple beginner but 
with more power & 
depth. Waterproof 

coil. 2 year warranty 
RRP $499. 10% off 

NOW $449  

Minelab Go-Find 60     
Compact, simple but 
contains some serious 
tech. Limited 2 year 
warranty. Loads of 
extras  RRP $399 

7% off  NOW $371 

 

Garrett Ace 400i           
More advance with 
28cm x 22cm DD 
waterproof coil. More 
power & depth. 2 year 
warranty RRP $649. 

10% off  NOW $584 
 

Minelab X-Terra 505    
It has target ID, 
waterproof coil. 3 
year warranty. A little 
more advanced. RRP 
$499 with 10% off 

NOW $449 

 

Minelab Go-Find 20     
Simple, compact & 
ideal for beginners & 
kids. Limited 2 year 
warranty  RRP $199 

5% off  NOW $189 
 

Minelab X-Terra 705    
It has target ID, 
waterproof coil. 3 
year warranty.  More 
advanced. Has a gold 
mode too. RRP $699 
with 10% off NOW 

$629 

 
Sale ends March 31st 2017. 

 

 

Coiltek manufacturing recently introduced an 

accreditation system for retail dealers. These 

are our accredited trading banners. For all your 

Coiltek treasure machine coils for Minelab 

machines & the Camo Elite range for GPX 

models check us out online, on ebay or in-store. 

 

We have a limited number of the 

Coin & Relic Detecting in Australia 

book by Doug Stone. It is normally 

$100 but we have 4 copies that will 

be discounted to just $80. The first 4 

enquiries ONLY will be able to buy 

at this great price. Offer ends 

March 31st or when all copies are 

sold……so HURRY!                 

SUPER SPECIAL! 

 

NUGGET FINDER MAKING 

 

 

 

 

 

NUGGET FINDER MAKING A 

SKID PLATE FOR GPZ 19 COIL 

One of the issues with an open style 
coil with rubber edges is that it gets 
caught on everything. Nugget 
Finder have developed a solid 
solution to solve the issues. 

Available NOW. RRP $49 
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